Movilitas Overview
A new era for how enterprises lead the connected value chain
Movilitas is a global consulting services and solutions company helping enterprises transform their
business to meet the demands of today’s dynamic economy. We are recognized as a long-standing
trusted SAP partner and strategic advisor for digital supply chain transformation. Our industry expertise
and portfolio of accelerators and extensions for SAP solutions and our applications enable businesses
to future-proof operations, maintain compliance and realize new growth opportunities.

Solutions for the Intelligent Enterprise

Our consulting excellence coupled with execution excellence help mid-sized to large enterprises
with accelerated implementations, predictable results, lower cost spends and greater business value
realization. Movilitas’ focused group and asset repository include country specific knowledge of
processes and regulations. We are an active trusted advisor to clients, governmental agencies and
industry groups, with solutions in 50+ countries and office and operations in seven locations.
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Track and Trace
Delivering Real-Time Connected Insights
As supply chains become increasingly interconnected and complex, companies seek to deploy
applications and services that satisfy many parallel goals. Compliance, product integrity, product
visibility, anti-counterfeiting protection and risk reduction are areas companies need to consider while
running their supply chain at full speed and low cost. To stay competitive, businesses must invest
in solutions that provide a trusted chain of uninterrupted information from product origin through
delivery, as well as where and how these goods are transported, that provide connected insights from
planning to the real world.

Our customers realize real-time supply chain visibility while maintaining compliance by leveraging our
consulting services and solutions. We are an SAP preferred partner for track and trace and a preferred
supplier to many of the top 20 global life sciences organizations .

Solutions
SAP Advanced Track and Trace for Pharmaceuticals (SAP ATTP) ● SAP Corporate Serializtation (SAP
CorS) ● SAP Logistics Business Network (SAP LBN) including SAP Global Track & Trace (SAP GTT) ● SAP
Object Event Repository (SAP OER) ● SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure (SAP AII) ● SAP Event Management
(SAP EM) ● SAP Global Batch Traceability (SAP GBT)

Full traceability

Supply chain efficiency

Brand protection

Digital Manufacturing
Connected Production is Smart Business
Leading manufacturers are migrating to digital systems for better adaptability, control and efficiency.
They want to improve their KPIs and lower costs while standardizing quality and increasing traceability.
However, a lack of shared metrics can make it difficult to provide teams with the visibility they need.
Digital systems enable end-to-end real-time operational data directly from the source and connects it
with enterprise-level systems. This information powers improved transparency and intelligent decisions
that translates into faster action and accelerated realization of value.

Global discrete and process customers recognize that our expertise and portfolio can help them quickly
adapt and adopt the latest technology. We have implemented 100+ SAP digital manufacturing and
MES solutions worldwide and across all industries, such as automotive, consumer packaged goods,
mining and pharmaceuticals. Movilitas is a featured partner in SAP’s Industry 4.Now Experience that
allows companies to gain a greater understanding of how this approach enables them to become
more competitive and resilient.

Solutions
SAP Digital Manufacturing Cloud (SAP DMC, SAP DMCi, SAP DMCe) ● SAP Manufacturing Execution
(SAP ME) ● SAP Manufacturing Integration & Intelligence (SAP MII) ● SAP Analytics Cloud

Track KPIs in real time

Automate processes

Improve efficiency & quality

Asset Management
Monitor, Manage & Maintain Your Assets
Asset-intensive companies can improve reliability by monitoring and then deploying the
right resources at the right time. While field service teams need to improve productivity and
responsiveness for customer satisfaction and cost control. Migrating from paper to digital processes,
including mobile workforce management, enables real-time visibility into work order status,
technician location and maintenance history. The information powers improved decision making and
response times that keep customers happy without sacrificing safety and compliance.

Movilitas consulting services and solutions are built specifically for SAP maintenance and customer
service environments. We support service providers and internal teams by enabling greater efficiency
in asset monitoring, order scheduling and work execution. Manufacturers, service companies and
utilities benefit from our industry experience paired with expertise in cloud innovation, mobility and
SAP integrations.

Solutions
SAP Field Service Management (SAP FSM) ● SAP Intelligent Asset Management (SAP AIN, SAP ASPM,
SAP PAI, SAP Asset Manager ● SAP Plant Maintenance (SAP PM) ● SAP Customer Service (SAP CS)
● SAP IS-U (utilities) ● SAP Project Systems (SAP PS) ● SAP Multi Resource Scheduling (SAP MRS)

Improved asset life
and reliability

Mobile workforce
management

Effective resource
scheduling

Warehouse Logistics
Solve Complexity with Precise Logistics
A warehouse is more than inventory. These flexible multi-channel fulfillment centers require realtime intelligence that provides the right information at the right time to get the work done. And
serialized warehouses, such as those handling pharmaceuticals, have the added layer of regulated
traceability. Warehouse management solutions, including mobile, help efficiently deploy resources,
move shipments and accommodate high volume data exchanges for compliance.

Movilitas brings deep knowledge in all aspects of SAP warehouse and supply chain project design,
including implementation, support and training. We also offer a suite of ready-to-use mobile
applications for SAP Extended Warehouse Management. Our consultants work with customers across
3,000+ global sites to optimize their unique complex warehouse operations.

Solutions
SAP Extended Warehouse Management (SAP EWM) ● SAP Stock Room Management ● SAP Warehouse
Management (SAP WM) ● SAP Inventory Management (SAP MM-IM)

Efficient management
of goods

Enhanced visibility into
stock and processes

Increased productivity
and reduced costs

Movilitas.Cloud
Cloud Application That Makes Compliance Simple
Stakeholders of serialized industries, such as life sciences, must comply with serialization regulations
and standards issued by different authorities to reduce the risks of falsified goods and increase
consumer safety. They must ensure the integrity of products as they move across the supply chain,
from the manufacturer to the consumer or patient.

Movilitas.Cloud is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution that helps you trace your products globally to
ensure compliance. The solution transforms the way products are serialized and verified while being
easy to setup and use. Custom modules are available for manufacturers, wholesalers, 3PLs, parallel
importers, repackagers and hospital pharmacies that are tailored to the different legal regulations
that each stakeholder needs to fulfill. Movilitas.Cloud is connected to services mandated by national
authorities. It integrates with external systems such as SAP ATTP and SAP ICH, making it easy to share
information with relevant partners in the global supply chain network.

Ease of use

Secure and reliable infrastructure

Simple integration

Consulting 4.0
Remote Collaboration Done Better
Companies are embracing remote work in new ways and virtual service delivery is one of them. Powered
by innovation and new technologies, the fully online collaborative experience brings a dispersed global
workforce together. The result? You get expanded access to our network of industry and SAP experts.
There are new efficiencies from automation, reduced unproductive time and more.

Movilitas has developed an established set of processes for successful remote delivery, collaboration
and information capture. We are committed to transparent communication optimized for each aspect
of a project using automation tools, video conferences and a virtual “onsite” presence. Our teams use
these methods to deliver successful high-value projects remotely in various industries such as life
sciences and food & beverage.

AI-enhanced collaboration

Access to expertise

Virtual design & communications

Movilitas Accelerators
Faster SAP Implementations
Starting your SAP project from scratch requires extensive work that can delay completion timelines
and increase risks. Movilitas’ ready-to-use pre-configured templates, tools and accelerators help
enterprise organizations with quicker implementations, predictable results, lower cost spends and
greater business value realization. They are based on best practices and a proven approach.

Movilitas has a focused group and asset repository paired with considerable country specific knowledge
of processes, regulations and what SAP offers. This expertise provides significant benefits to customers
in terms of shorter cycles of business gathering sessions as well as more mature processes.

Movilitas Accelerator Packages for
o Supply Chain Visibility 				

o Manufacturing Performance

o Serialization Compliance			

o Maintenance Integration

o Mobile Warehouse Management		

o Intelligent Asset Management

o Mobile Maintenance

BLUEPRINT
predefined
processes

IMPLEMENTATION
preconfigured
templates

TEST & STABILIZATION
fewer custom
implementations

SAP Global Support Services
Where Knowledge Takes Action
To ensure stable business operations, you need to set up suitable measures and structures that keep
your enterprise systems running that enable the ability to address and eliminate major incidents to
the operations flow as soon as they emerge. A good support partner ensures a smooth transition from
project implementation into support operations using defined transition criteria based on industry
best practice methods. Every organization is unique, so you will need to consider what support level is
required to keep your operations running as well as choose the adequate support model that’s right
for your company.

Movilitas SAP Global Support Services helps manage digital enterprises with end-to-end and a la
carte options. Our team has global in-depth expertise and process knowledge with regional language
capabilities.

Support Services
Track and Trace ● Warehouse Management ● Digital Manufacturing ● Field Service & Maintenance
● Movilitas.Cloud ● Fiori Development

Outcome-based
services

Quarterly reporting
& measurement

24/7
easy-to-access portal
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